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 Initially described as a "superhero drama", its story takes place in a possible future version of the DC universe, where one hero
inadvertently travels back in time and unites a disparate team of both heroes and villains from across history to save the

universe. Legends of Tomorrow: Season 1 summary Season 1: The Flash and Hawk The opening episode of the series begins
with time-traveling meta-human Rip Hunter telling his assembled team that they are going to try to save the universe in the year

2049. As the time-traveling heroes are about to depart, Sara Lance, who had been held captive by the villain Constantine,
unexpectedly arrives on the scene and offers to be in on the mission. The episode also reveals that the time-traveling heroes have

inadvertently created a paradox: in the year 2049, the season 2 premiere of The Flash is set to be shown on the Arrow-verse;
however, the episode will be delayed until the year 2049 due to the team's time-travel. Rip leaves to prevent the time-travel, but
attempts to bring Sara back to her original timeline. However, the journey is interrupted by the Time Bureau, which knocks the

team out and keeps them captive in a black-hole, where they are held for seven years. As the season progresses, it is revealed
that the team's members have developed individual personalities and relationships with each other. The team's memories and

abilities are linked as they appear to have taken on the memories and powers of the team's former allies and foes. In the season
finale, Rip awakens the heroes, only to be greeted by a vision of Kendra Saunders, who reveals that Rip was using her to find

the missing nuclear bomb. Rip then takes the team to a future where the Time Bureau has ruled with an iron fist and the team is
reduced to working as agents for them. Season 1: Firestorm The second season opens with the team telling Rip that the

collective memories of each of them had been wiped, and that their memories of each other were being erased, which means
that they don't even know each other's real names. With their memories of each other erased, they must rely on each other's trust

in order to function as a team. In the season finale, the Legends are attacked by the new Firestorm. Season 1: Constantine The
third season opens with the team, joined by their human allies, Ray and Nora, going to visit the daughter of a member
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